AN INTRODUCTION TO COHOMOLOGY GROUPS
IN THE OPERATIONAL CALCULUS
Derivatives, intergrals, limit condition
Assume that we are given» It is then easy to prove, using the definition of limit condition^that we have The transformation $ induces a transformation
where
Theorem
1. Transformations $* have the following properties:
Proof. By (8) we have
By (4)»the left side of formula MO) has the form ,
Then we have A differential form w<€ U (Q) is k called closed, if dw = 0. Set of k -differential forms closed we are to denote by Then we obtain
Next we have 
By (17),we have
By (10),we have k / *k\ k / # k\ R d(-<f wj= -R Udw I = 0.
Moreover we infer that 
